SQUATTING DRIVES
OPPORTUNITY
by Peter A. Cole, MHA

THE THREAT
SQUATTING, THE ACT OF OCCUPYING AN AREA OF LAND WITHOUT PERMISSION, HAS
BECOME A DIRE THREAT TO LANDOWNERS IN PUCALLPA. IN THE EARLY 2000S, MORE
THAN 6.3 MILLION SQUATTERS RECEIVED PROPERTY TITLES IN PERU, A NUMBER THAT HAS
CONTINUED TO SKYROCKET. IN RECENT YEARS, PERUVIAN TITLE REFORM CONTINUED
TO FAVOR SQUATTING RIGHTS OVER THE RIGHTS OF LANDOWNERS, A DEVELOPMENT
THAT HAS LEFT MANY LANDOWNERS IN TENSE AND SOMETIMES VIOLENT SITUATIONS
WHERE THEY ARE FACED WITH THE UNFATHOMABLE DECISION TO DEFEND THEIR LAND
OR SURRENDER IT TO A MOB OF SQUATTERS.
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Cashibococha, a rural track of land, which
has been home to several Christian
mission groups as well as Scalpel At The
Cross since 2004, has faced a barrage
of squatting threats in recent years. This
reality spurred the leadership of a Swiss
Christian Mission group, located at
Cashibococha’s perimeter, to conclude
that something must be done to protect
this land with its allied ministries. The
7x1-kilometer property’s only access is by
a government road, spoking out of Pucallpa
into the vast Amazon basin toward Brazil’s
western border. We decided to partner
in an alignment of resources, purchase
more land, and protect the perimeter
and missions along this valuable base
of operations, which has existed for the
cause of Christ for over fifty years. Scalpel
leadership determined this was a key
strategic decision, not only to protect, but
also to advance our mission – to use our
medical and orthopaedic expertise as a
lighthouse for Christ for the people of the
Peruvian Amazon and the missionaries
who serve them.

THE RENEWED VISION

In its 15-year history, Scalpel At The
Cross has demonstrated an efficacious
model to sustain and grow a program
focused on ameliorating both spiritual
and musculoskeletal need through
regular medical campaigns, representing

partnerships between Peruvian medical
personnel and American volunteers. In
2020, board leadership recalibrated its 10year vision to reflect the mission’s growth
and its concomitant ability to better
serve the needs of the local environment.
Such actions highlight the philosophical
transition from a relief organization to
one that promotes local development.
Investment in the local community
through educational exchange and the
development of a medical micro-economy,
via a brand-new clinical facility, would help
to address socioeconomic determinants
upstream from dire patient circumstances,
thus increasing the impact of our mission
in Pucallpa and surrounding regions.

THE SCALPEL AT
THE CROSS CLINICAL
CAMPUS

Through the events and context above,
Scalpel At The Cross acquired a 2-hectare
plot of land strategically located at
Cashibococha’s entrance bordering the
government road, with a vision to build an
Orthotics, Prosthetics and Orthopaedic
Rehabilitation (OP&OR) center, inclusive
of an expanded campus. The facility
will include a physical therapy center,
an orthotics & prosthetics fabrication
site, living quarters for local employees,
administrative offices, a chapel and
commons, and grounds to possibly scale

to a surgery center over the next decade.
Even now as we ramp up fundraising efforts
for The Scalpel At The Cross OP&OR
Clinical Campus, a construction team is in
the final stages of erecting a 130x4-meter
wall to protect the facilities and neighboring
organizations from invasion risks associated
with squatting.

THE CONCLUSION:

Only by God’s sovereign hand could
Scalpel At The Cross go from severe
squatting threats in the form of moblike inhabitations, to a grand solution
for a clinical campus that we dream will
transform orthopaedic care. Neither
physical therapy nor orthoses and
prostheses are codified offerings in the area,
yet both are paramount to comprehensive
and successful orthopaedic treatment. In
2021 we will embark on a one-milliondollar campaign to launch this project, a
sum which will consummate in a beautiful
and holistic facility merging treatment and
rehabilitation of life, limb, heart and soul.
Please be in prayer for the role you could
play in this important endeavor to shine the
light of Christ even brighter through
our cherished medical mission to the
people of Peru.
www.scalpelatthecross.org

